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AbstratTraked vehiles give rise to various sound soures with di�ering harateristis, depending on thepartiular vehile and its ondition. In order to improve the auray of sound propagation preditionsof railroad ars, a di�erentiated desription of these soures is of great importane. In this respet, it isessential to be able to assess the individual partial soures as a funtion of height. Until now, the onlymethod of separating the soures geometrially has been with the array tehnique. Here, the soundpressure is determined simultaneously with multiple mirophones. The tehnique is quite demandingwith respet to tehnial equipment as well as the data analysis. Within the framework of thisdissertation an alternative method is presented. The method was developed with a goal of being ableto measure the partial soures with redued e�ort, respetively lower osts. The method was developedwith a view of applying it to moving railroad ars and was tested with numerous �eld measurements; ho-wever it may also be employed to measure other omplex sound soures, whether stationary or in motion.The measurement tehnique is based on the ombination of a sound pressure mirophone and twosound veloity transduers, all of whih are positioned at one point. The veloity transduers arethus employed as diretional mirophones. Thanks to their diretional harateristis they allow afousing toward the region of the desired soure. From the three measurement signals six independentaoustial quantities may be obtained, namely the sound pressure level, two sound intensities andthree sound veloity levels. Based on the level di�erenes between these quantities the entre of soundradiation may be derived and in a temporal diagram the sound soures may be loalized at variousheights along the vehile surfae. In the data analysis the signals are integrated over a seleted timesegment of the pass-by and are then applied to a system of propagation equations whih simulatethe pass-by numerially. Considering the measurement unertainties, simulation alulations show thatthis over determined equation system an be solved suessfully for situations having up to 15 dB(A)di�erene between the partial soures. The soure strength of the stronger primary soure an thus bedetermined with a standard deviation of 0.4 dB(A) and the seondary soure with a standard deviationof 1.6 dB(A). The soure positions an be identi�ed with standard deviations of 0.2 respetively 0.9m. The method is not reommended for separating three or more soures as the unertainty inreasesnotably. Nevertheless, the test alulations show that even in suh omplex situations the total soundpower as well as the entre of radiation an be modelled orretly by assuming only two soures.With a separation into two soure regions, the respetive sound powers an be determined with aurayand a resolution omparable to that obtained by the array method. The separation into only two partialsoures appears aeptable for the present appliation, sine a separation of the soures in the topregion from that of the dominating rolling noise is usually su�ient. An exat soure loalization is lesssuessful with the present method than with the array method. Compared to the dimensions of thevehile, a relatively large zone of unertainty remains for the weaker soure. Therefore, the suessfulappliation of the method requires an a priori knowledge of the position of the sound soures underinvestigation, whih however is normally the ase for traked vehiles. The method presented here thusannot fully replae the array method but o�ers a viable alternative for many problems.
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